Life Shines a Light:
Hope in a Refugee Camp on the Turkey-Syria Border
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One perk of attend ing the CIFF is access to the filmmakers.
Here's a lively hallway conversation that happened after
"Burn the Ships," with co-O irector Julia Thorndike , center,
and some very engaged aud ience members.

Evlin, an eight-year-old Syrian refugee (above center) left an unforgettable mark on Apo W. Bazidi, pictured right. He was
determined to share her story with the world.

W

ith media reels constantly highlighting
the devastation in the Middle East,
it's hard to picture any signs of peace
or progress in these war-torn regions. But
Apo W Bazidi, a Kurdish native from Turkey
and the director of"Resistance Is Life," reveals
a glimmer of light and cultural collaboration
that all begins with an eight-year-old girl.
"When the whole ISIS crisis began in the
Middle East, I first heard about the horrifying
stories of what those children and people
were going through," says Bazidi. "As a child,
I witnessed injustice and oppression, and I
knew how it felt. So I packed my bag and
went to the border to volunteer at the refugee
camps and help the victims of the war."
With no intentions of creating a
documentary, Bazidi's plans changed after
meeting eight-year-old Evlin, a Syrian
refugee living in a refugee camp with her
family in Turkey.
"Evlin is the heart and soul of this project
for me, because I had never seen so much
positivity, hope, and courage in someone like
Evlin at that age in the war zone," Bazidi
recalls. " I decided to visit her and her family
often in the camp and developed a very close
relationship. Because of that, I was able to
'break the lens."'
After forming a bond with these new
friends and volunteering at the camp, the film
became deeply personal to Bazidi. Filtering

the footage that would make the final cut
proved to be the biggest challenge.
" It wasn't just a film for me, because I lived
and experienced what those people in the
camps went through," says Bazidi. "It was very
hard to 'kill my darlings' and leave precious
moments out of the film in order to focus on
a simple storyline."
"Resistance Is Life" is Bazidi's first feature
film. Celebrating its world premiere in
Cleveland is an honor for his team.
"For us, this is not just a festival that shows
films, but it's a venue that narrows down films
to their niche so filmmakers can meet their
audience," says Bazidi.
With so many eyes on terrorism and
immigration, two timely social issues addressed
in the film, Bazidi hopes CIFF filmgoers
will walk away with new appreciation and
understanding.
" I think the audience will find many
answers to the questions they have about the
whole crisis, and they will see a positive side
in this story," says Bazidi. "On the border, I
witnessed global diversity as volunteers from
all over the world came to help. I hope CIFF
audiences will see the bravery of all the individuals in this film and be inspired by them."
-Amy Brown

After the screening of "When I Stutter," Scott Palasik, one
of the film's subjects, left, answers an aud ience question
wh ile director John Gomez listens, and Karen Schiller of the
Cleveland Speech and Hearing Center translates into sign
language .

A packed Chat Room listened to, from left, Sol Aponte,
Jennia Frederique Aponte, and Nathan Hale Williams
answer questions about their short film, "90 Days."
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Festival Updates
Added Screenings:
Sunday April 9th

Late Additions:
Saturday April 8th
Patti Cake$ 4:30 pm

Sunday April 9th
Check for the latest festival updates
on Twitter or Facebook. Or visit
www.clevelandfilm.org/festival/updates

Challenge Match
The Challenge Match is the CIFF's annual
fundraising campaign, and the only time
of the year that we ask for your support
(we do not send out solicitation letters at
any time) . The challenge to you--0ur
audience-is to raise $150,000, which will
be matched by Cuyahoga Arts & Culture.

We are $43,353 closer to
reaching our goal of $150,000!
A $10 DONATION QUALIFIES YOU FOR
ONE OF THESE FABULOUS PRIZES!
CINEMA PARADISO: Indulge in unlimited
movies for the rest of the year at any
Cleveland Cinemas location with a
season pass! You'll also receive both
volumes of Alternative Movie Posters:
Film Art from the Underground and a
framed movie poster.
IN THE MIX: If you like making smoothies,
hummus, and soup, you can do it all
with a Vitamix, the world's most durable
blender! We'll also include a gift card
for Whole Foods Market for only the
freshest ingredients .
SIDEWAYS, LOT 2: Serious collectors
and casua l oenophiles alike will love this
collection of wine from around the world!

Kevin lnthavong explores the interactive world of "The Dig. " Perspectives is an interactive
exhibit that provides a unique experience for each individual.

' ' w h e n I find a story I love," says
Mike Knowlton, " I never want
to leave it."
Knowlton is one of the directors whose
work in transmedia is being showcased in this
year's Perspectives show. His series of short films
collectively form "The Dig," a six-episode arc
subtitled "Season 1."
He first discovered transmedia in 2010, when
he encountered an interactive video called
"The Wilderness Downtown." To watch, people
had to input their childhood addresses. The
system then used Google Maps to locate and
incorporate hometown imagery into the video.
"This experience was a watershed moment for
me," he says.
In addition to redefining just where
media genres begin and end for him, transmedia
"enables me as a fan and consumer of a story to
linger longer, to dive deeper into a story world
that I am drawn into," he says. There is no
moment in which the words "the end" must
appear, or when the credits must begin to run,
so he doesn't have to leave before he's ready.
For Perspectives, CIFF's interactive
exhibition, he engaged in a meditation on
the nature of human interaction. "We live in
a time now where human relationships are
changing, they are evolving," he observes.
"Relationships that were taboo 10 years ago
are (thankfully) now welcomed and celebrated.

Our goal takeaway
fiDm the experience Interactive media producer
Mike Knowlton co-founded
is that we want
StoryCode, "an open-source
people to discover global community for emerging
and established cross-platform
where they fall in
and immersive storytellers."
StoryCode has spread around
the landscape
the world , with chapters in many
of relationships,
major cities. "I think Cleveland
needs a chapter," he suggests.
particularly new
ones taking shape."
"The Dig" is going to be different for each
user who engages with it. "We broke the
storytelling into small multimedia 'nuggets,"'
Knowlton explains. "Someone may choose to
watch each one in an episode, another person
may only watch a few."
As new media proliferate, it can be "more
difficult to break through the noise in today's
cluttered media environment," he admits. But
it's important for aspiring filmmakers to try.
"Go out and create something. The best way
to learn is to make."
As for his own work, he hopes "to give
audiences that same experience I felt when I
first saw 'The Wilderness Downtown'-the
a-ha moment when you realize that there is
more to the story, and you can control how,
where, and how deep you want to go into it."
Perspectives is open throughout the Festival,
and "The Dig" is recommended for viewers
18 and older.
-Lara Klaber

Stop by the Challenge Match table in the
Tower City Cinemas lobby to donate.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT!
NOTE: The total reported in yesterday's
print edition was incorrect. The total above
reflects the current correct amount.
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Visit The Daily online edition at
www.clevelandfilm.org!festivaVthe-daily.

TODAY'S ONLINE VERSION INCLUDES:

UNITED
Official Airline of the 41st CIFF
The Cleveland International Rim Festival receives
public support with local tax dollars from Cuyahoga
Arts & Culture, to preserve and enrich our region's
artistic and cultural heritage.

• When I Stutter (Playing today at 8:35 p.m.)

ILLUMINATE:

Illuminated schedule boards are updated to offer real-time
information on what's showing, when , and in what theater.
Your film showing in the green theater? Look for the luminous
green marquee to guide you .

Former wedding photographer John Gomez
shares what led him back to school to study
speech language pathology and how he
ultimately became a filmmaker.
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